mobilePLUS & Visibility
A Timely Track & Reporting Solution

As our nation (and the world) is facing an unprecedented challenge, we collectively have
a solution that could assist – and deliver enormous value in the process.
Organizations may have an immediate need to start harvesting source data that can
be quickly organized and used now. For some teams, knowing what you have,
where you have it, and where it has been - can work in everyone’s interest.

High-Value Solution

Provide visibility to your assets (people, places & things), leveraging AIT technology,
mobile devices, and database with complete history.

Ready to Use

A pre-configured solution where all components work together, out-of-the-box for work
creation, communications, mobile capture, editing results, and reviewing history.

Rapid Implementation

Leverages a proven, documented approach where everything can be installed with
automated scripts in a matter of hours or days – not months.

Remotely Managed

KNOW

Configuration, installation, training, and support may be performed with no travel or onsite requirement by the vendor or the customer due to our prepared materials and a
successful approach.

WHAT YOU HAVE
WHERE YOU HAVE IT
WHERE IT HAS BEEN

The Components: A pre-built solution package that includes:
• Windows 10 Tablet – The Windows 10 version of mobile devices dovetails into the client’s

existing Windows laptop security policies & procedures for communications with the mobilePLUS
Network IIS component.

• mobilePLUS – The pre-configured application provides all of the functionality in one package –
certified for use with SQL Database, Windows IIS Server, and Windows 10 Tablets.

• Remote Services – All of the services for tagging, configuration, installation assistance, training,
and go-live support are available immediately – and without travel costs or health risks.

• Next Generation – Periodic post-implementation reviews of the Client solution are conducted to
determine if any enhancements or changes may improve results – with no impact on previous
investment in dollars or resources.

The Challenge: Getting the information to the right people quickly, easily and accurately
• Existing Operations– Provide information and awareness with existing practices by adding or
more effectively using existing AIT markings and mobile devices

• How – Remotely install the mobilePLUS solution onto existing SQL Database, IIS Server and
new or exiting mobile devices (some may be supported or could be supported); deploy
using remote training

• New Operations – Leveraging AIT capture technology at the beginning provides the 100%
visibility and history on tracked data

• How – Use mobile devices to assist with AIT marking, setting up data in the host for future
data capture and reposting need

Next Steps: Demonstration and Quote available TODAY
• 60- minute On-line Presentation & Demonstration – Available on request
• Configuration Interview – Conducted by phone to complete a profile of the goals and other
pertinent information required for a quotation

• Optional 2nd Demonstration – View of the mobilePLUS solution highlighting your preferences
for personalizations, implementation approach, and required services

• Quotation – Provided based on your requirements and priorities; includes a timeline for
implementation and deployment

If you would like to discuss how mobilePLUS can help
your organization, please contact:

Wes Haubein
(636) 590-2907
whaubein@hlgroupinc.com
www.hlgroupinc.com

